We studied the proximity gettering of micro-defects intentionally introduced by silicon implantation above a gettering layer formed by high energy, high dose, ion implantation. The heavily damaged layer implanted with high energy boron, carbon, oxygen, fluorine and silicon ionsacted as a gettering site of micto-defects induced by silicon implantation. The gettering ability of high energy silicon implantation was considered to be the strongest among the ionlpeciel studied. The gettering effects were observed by the heat treatment down to 900 oC, even if the gettering layer is apart mor€ than 2.0 pm from the microdefects regton.
Introduction
High energy ion implantation rcchnique has been widely used !o.r wsl fabrications such as a retrograde well and a buried layer t). Recently, a proximity genering ofneqry metals by using a high energy ion implantation was reporM z)'3). 1y" reported a remarkable decrease in leakage curent of p-N jurrction at a certain implant conditions for a buried layer formation 4)J). It seemed that the fonhation of the secondary defects played an imporunt role fm gettering of micro-defects around the depletion layer which was formed in a course of high energy implantation for a buried layer formation. The interaction between the defects formed bv low energy and high energy implantation was also reported 6). in this paper, we investigate ttre gettering of micro-defects which are intentionally introduced by silicon implantarion above the heavily damaged region by high energy, high dose implantation. The leakage current of If-P diode formed in the misro-defecs region is monitored to examine the genering of micro-defects.
Experimental
After The model for gettering of micro-defects gettering by secondary defects is shown in Fig.6 . There are two defects regions, one is induced by silicon implantation for micro-defects formation, and the other is induced by implantation for gettering layer formation. The density of defects induced by gettering impluration is much higher than that of silicon implantation for micro-defects formation. After the annealing, the secondary defects are formed around the projected range of gettering implantation. At the same time, the micro-defects induced by silicon implantation are gettered by secondary defects. As aresultno residual microdefects exists in the depletion layer and the junction leakage current decreases. 
